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By Megan Buscho

Assistant News Editor
For the second year in a row ASUPS is proposing a student fee increase to meet the growing needs of media and
clubs. The proposal is two part, recommending both a
$9.50 increase per student for the 2004-2005 school year
and a $3 increase per student each year for the next four
years, at which time the successfulness of the policy will be
reviewed.
The $9.50 increase would go solely to fund Tamanawas,
the now defunct yearbook of UPS. After failing to produce
a yearbook at the end of last year, Tamanawas has been
-S under review this year, as ASUPS has looked into how feasible it would be to restart the media.
"There is student support for this, there is alumni support. This is the only historical record we have, and the
Tamanawas that would be produced next year would be
one of really top quality," President Darrel Frost said.
As for the necessity of the fee increase, the funding for
Tamanawas is currently being used by the many new clubs
on campus, which creates a new financial stress for ASUPS.
"The entire institution benefits from this increase
because we wouldn't have to pull funds from elsewhere to
fund Tamanawas. If we didn't get the money, the budget
for Tamanawas would be drastically cut and we would
have to pull funding from clubs," Frost said.
ASUPS officials hope they won't have to make that decision, and are currently waiting on the Budget Task Force, a
financial committee run through the University; to approve
or reject the recommendation. The BTF will have a chance
to make changes to the 2004-2005 ASUPS budget through
the end of the semester, when it will then be recommended
to President Thomas and presented to the Board of Trustees
in February.
"Rather than having to return all that is in the budget
back to Tamanawas, this will allow us to look at next year's
budget and feel comfortable rather than feel this strain we
have felt when Tamanawas was scheduled in the budget
without the fee increase," Vice-President Tiffany Barrans
said.
Regardless of whether or not the fee increase of $9.50
passes, Tamanawas will return next year as a part of
ASUPS media.
While the $9.50 increase goes toward Tamanawas exclusively, the $3 increase is intended to help future ASUPS
presidents not need to ask for big increases every few
years.
This proposal to include an increase for several consecutive years is the first of its kind and addresses goals Frost
has had for creating more continuity for ASUPS year to

year.

hip

"One of the difficulties ASUPS has faced is a roller
coaster budgeting effect. Not knowing what is coming in
the future makes it hard to plan. It will allow ASUPS to
plan ahead," Frost said.

Assistant News Editor Megan Buscho is majoring in P&G.
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CAFE WARMS HEARTS, QUICKENS PULSES

—

Barista and senior Aaron Fung prepares cafe drinks for

caffeine-thirsty students. Diversion's Cafe is contemplating a switch in coffee bean suppliers. Details on page 2.

Famous bands, notorious problems
By Kali Seisler

News Writer
Lately many University of Puget Sound students have
been criticizing ASUPS for the lack of big name performers appearing on campus. Since String Cheese Incident
last fall, the University has not hosted any well-known
performers.
The University has brought in slighty lesser known
bands and acts, including Pedro the Lion and Rocky
Volato, as well as comedian Howard Moore. However,
the main problem lies in the school's logistical system of
securing a band.
"When popular entertainment programmer Kimberly
Anderson finds a band to bring to the school she must
first draw up a plan which includes figuring out details
such as how much parking will be needed, how many
people will it draw from outside the University, how
much will be charged for tickets, if the band has a good
record of having safe concerts, among others," ASPUPS

Vice President Tiffany Barrans said. "She basically has to
write an entire report for each proposed group."
Anderson then submits the report to the risk review
committee for approval. The Risk Review Committee was
established in 2000 after an incident of drug overdose
during a Tool concert. The University created the committee to ensure that a similar incident wouldn't occur
again.
The Committee is made up of ASUPS officers and faculty. It assesses whether or not the group will be a liability to bring on campus.
"I have not had the risk review not approve an artist I
have brought to the table," Kimberly Anderson, ASUPS
Popular Entertainment Programmer, said. Yet the problem is the committee can take up to three business days to
meet and make a decision.
"In the meantime venues like Show Box and the
Moore Theatre can present these same bands offers over
the phone, so in that respect we lose a lot of bands

See BANDS, page 4

Social justice attracts students, staff via programming
By Lipika Choudhury

News Writer

•

•

The Social Justice Residence Program (SJRP) has a new
approach to the idea of supporting an important cause —
the program participants live together in an atmosphere
that encourages discussion and promotion of their interests in the field of social justice. The SJRP is currently in its
second year and now occupies half of Smith Hall. The stipulated goals of the program include working together to
implement a social action project and to provide an opportunity for the discussion of social justice issues for those
who are interested.
The SJRP is distinctly different from other clubs on
campus with similar interests because the program is
focused on creating a "living-learning community." This

year's chosen social action topic is criminal justice.
"We aim to increase awareness because education is the
first step towards social change. We can't alter the criminal
justice system in a year, but we can raise awareness within our community as well as surrounding communities,"
sophomore Katey King, an active member of the SJRP,
said.
The program has undergone several notable changes
from last year that will hopefully increase publicity for
sponsored events and lectures.
The SJRP Advisory Board, which includes students,
staff and faculty members with an interest in increasing
social justice awareness in our community, met at the
beginning 'of the year to assess the program and identify
changes.
"The main difference with the program this year is that

we were able to identify what worked last year and what
didn't work, and we were able to put that to use this year,"
Adam Bray, a faculty member of the Advisory Board, said.
The most prominent changes in the program are that it
has grown immensely in size and that a greater diversity
exists in the ages of members and participants.
"This year we have the benefit of continuing students,
and we also work closely with several students who are
part of the program that now live in the theme house
Instruments of Change," King said.
The program offers perks to its participants, including
the opportunity to get into upper-level classes that are
affiliated with the program, without having taken prerequisites.

See SJRP, page 3
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Students sick and tired
of more than just classes
build immunity to the virus. If you're
exposed before or during the 2 week
period, you could still get influenAs finals loom in the week ahead, za," Everson said.
much of the campus community is
CHAWS is currently out of flu
nursing coughs and sniffles. The shots, as is much of Washington
University's Counseling, Health and state. Allenmoore Hospital, Fred
Wellness Services (CHAWS) is expe- Meyer and Tacoma Medical Center
riencing a high volume of patients, pharmacies still have shots available.
but nothing out of the ordinary for The cost runs between 15 and 20 dolthe time of year.
. lars.
"We've seen people with high
As appointments are quickly fillfevers who feel
ing at CHAWS,
very ill. That
the center has
suppressed
published
immune sysfliers, hightem is mostly
lighting differ"We've seen people with high
as a result of
ent symptoms
fevers who feel very ill. That supstress and
people may
pressed immune system is mostly
burning the
experience and
as a result of stress and burning
candle at both
methods to
the candle at both ends."
ends," Linda
treat the symp— Linda Everson
Everson, the
toms. Students
Assistant Director and Medical
Assistant
should call to
Coordinator at CHAWS
Director and
make an
Medical
appointment at
CHAWS if they
Coordinator
for CHAWS
have the folsaid.
lowing sympStudents, faculty and staff know toms: a fever that persists above 101
all too well the stress that the post- degrees, shaking chills, a wheezing,
Thanksgiving holiday weeks bring, rattling cough or shortness of breath,
as classes rush toward conclusion sore throat with a lot of difficulty
and people prepare for finals and the swallowing or severe pain in their
ears or have a sore neck with
holiday break.
"Many times, students are con- enlarged glands.
fused about the cold or illness they
The best prevention for students
have; it's a confusion about what is to stay healthy is extreme self-care.
influenza and just another virus or
"Get plenty of rest and make sure
cold," Everson said.
to use .good hand washing techCHAWS has seen very few cases niques. Also, get a flu shot," Everson
of actual influenza (flu). Instead, stu- said.
She also recommends drinking
dents are diagnosed with a cold or
virus that lasts between three and plenty of fluids, minimizing confour days.
sumption of alcohol, refraining from
In most cases, students are still smoking and reducing stress when
able to attend classes.
possible.
Influenza is an upper respiratory
As finals approach; reducing
infection with a sudden onset. The stress may seem impossible for stusymptoms most commonly include a dents.
headache, severe body aches and a
"Take study breaks and eat a
cough. There is • usually no sore healthy, balanced diet," Everson
advises. "Also, avoid caffeine when
throat.
Flu shots are one preventative stressed. Exercise is also excellent for
measure for staying healthy.
reducing stress."
"You cannot get the flu from the
Colleen Woodrow is P&G major, and
flu shot. It does take two weeks to
thus is always in good health.
By Colleen Woodrow

News Writer
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Debate team expands goals,
adopts philanthropic spirit
By Aimee Rawlins

Managing Editor
With all of the Greek letters floating
around campus, who really knows what any
of the combinations stand for any more. But
to the members of the Alpha chapter of Pi
Kappa Delta, or the forensics honor society,
the history behind these letters means a great
deal.
The 20-25 members of the Logger debate
team devote between 5-10 hours on non-travel weeks and "significantly more" when the
team is traveling, said Forensics coach Derek
Buescher, also a faculty member in the
Communication department.
Buescher has been a member of the UPS
community for the past four years and has
been coaching the debate team for the last
three.
In his time here, Buescher said that the
team has broadened its focus, largely due to
the conferences they belong to and other
external forces, not necessarily by their own
choice.
Additionally, the team has won more
national awards in the last three years, with
one team taking fourth place in parliamentary
debate last year and two teams currently
ranked in the top 15 nationally.
This year's team is composed of a variety
of majors, with the largest population coming
from Communication, IPE, Politics &
Government and Economics. The politics
background associated with many of these
majors is enormously helpful for the policy
debaters.
These teams are composed of two people
who spend one year researching both the
affirmative and the negative of a given topic
(this year's topic is European-American relations), as well as multiple sub-topics related to
this category.
Policy is more focused on the techniques of
debating and requires an extremely high level
of commitment, which makes it difficult to
draw these debaters in.
UPS currently has four policy debaters
(two teams) and is one of the only schools in
the Northwest to offer a "full service program," or one that maintains all three areas of
debate (policy, parliamentary and individual
speaking) and is open to anyone who wants
to participate.
Because policy is the more difficult category to encourage people to participate in, the
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Northwest Forensics•Conference (NFC) is trying to develop a policy-recruiting program
and Buescher is trying to beef up this aspect of
UPS as well.
Buescher noted that the debate team this
year is strong in that it is extremely "collegial
— everyone gets along really well." He said
that the team has a tremendous amount of
depth, particularly the parliamentary teams.
Parliamentary style differs from policy in
that the debaters receive a different topic each
round and have only 15-20 minutes to prepare
before debating.
Buescher said that the recruiting of policy
debaters is one of the weakest points of the
UPS team.
"I am committed to keeping the policy program, but it is difficult to compete nationally,
particularly because of finances," he said.
Finances serve as a significant hindrance to
the Logger team, as schools with greater
endowment funds; such as Whitman, are able
to provide full ride debate scholarships to students.
However, Buescher believes that UPS is
"on a competitive level with everyone else."
In addition to devoting a significant
amount of time to their own debate practice,
UPS debaters are also heavily involved in the
Urban Debate League (UDL), which is a
national organization that is attempting to
bring policy debate back to urban schools. In
recent years, debate has shifted to more suburban (white, upper class) schools, leaving
the urban schools (which tend to include
more minorities) devoid of this academically
enriching program.
UDL's goal is to increase the quality of
eduCation, through debate, in urban schools.
UPS works with the Seattle chapter of this
organization and has students who judge
high school debate tournaments, work at
debate camps and even one student who
coaches at Nathan Hale.
"Participation in debate is a demonstration
of the core principles in a liberal arts education, which includes: reasoning, public speaking, research, argumentation, critical thinking,
analytical abilities," Buescher said. "People
who participate in forensics come out with
more confidence, particularly in problem
solving skills."
Senior Aimee Rawlinshas never been a member
of the debate team, although her mom always
wanted her to be. News Writer Jenny Yu also
contributed to this story.
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Diversions considers a
4switch of coffee brands
By Jenny Yu

News Writer
Diversions Café had a taste-testing of Caffe Vita's organic coffee blends on Wed. Dec. 3 from 1-4 p.m. Roaster Andrew Daday
and Account Representative Bethanie Fritz were available to offer
information and answer any questions on organic coffees.
"From the farm to the cafe, organic coffee benefits everyone."
Daday said.
Caffe Vita, like Fonte, is a roasting company located in Seattle.
Caffe Vita started in 1995 when the owner of an espresso machine
retail store felt that there were not any cafes that made coffees to
*the potential of its machines.
The first store, in Queen Anne, is still in operation today, along
with two additional locations in Olympia and Capitol Hill.
The coffee is roasted per order and delivered or shipped within 24 hours of roasting. Caffe Vita wholesales throughout the
United States to espresso bars, bakeries, restaurants and coffee
houses. The machines used are vintage German roasting machines
*circa 1930.
At the laboratory Caffe Vita's green coffees are carefully blended together so that the flavors and characteristics complement one
another.
Due to changing crops and to ensure quality, each batch of coffee goes through two taste tests before being sold.
Although the introduction of Caffe Vita coffees may seem sud*den to the student body, Diversions Café managers have been
meeting with Caffe Vita representatives, as well as visiting roasting facilities and attending presentations, for the past year.
"As a campus-based coffee-shop, we are always keeping our
options open to provide the best-quality products for our customers," Diversions Café managers Kira Doley and Hannah
Seebach note.
Fonte coffee, which the Café currently serves, is Fair Trade coffee, and Caffe Vita coffees are certified organic. Both Fair Trade
and certified organic give coffee farmers and workers a fair price
for their coffees. In addition to a fair price paid to farmers and
workers, organic certification ensures that the coffee is grown
without the chemical pesticides, herbicides and fungicides used
on other blends.
Organic certification also ensures that the coffee has not been
genetically modified.
If students prefer the coffee taste of Caffe Vita over Fonte,
Diversions will swap coffees over the Winter or Spring Break. This
will be evaluated using customer feedback cards that students
filled out after trying the two brands of coffees at the taste-testing
event.

dak

Freshman Jenny Yu has an elevated pulse from coffee consumption.
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Si RP
The program also provides students with a place
to live and several different lounges for discussion.
Due to increased student interest, the SJRP floor has
moved into Smith Hall.
"In living together, we build a close-knit community that is able to work towards a common goal of
promoting social justice within UPS and surrounding communities," sophomore Morgan
Montgomery, an SJRP member, said. "Living together is a unique experience because the bonds we build
with each other are solid, and tend to be stronger. It's
a good support to have in the process of promoting
social justice and [working on] our projects,"
Currently, the program hosts a series called
"Brown Bag Discussions," which features lectures by
professors and local community members on issues
pertaining to criminal justice.
"A couple of these Brown Bag Discussions will be
opened up to the rest of the UPS community next
semester, however, for the most part we hope to
keep these sessions informal and intimate," King
said.
The SJRP is divided into four major committees:
Social Action Project, Newsletter Committee (currently only available to participants), Community
Service Committee and the Recruitment Committee.
These committees work together to accomplish goals
that the students set for themselves at the beginning

of the semester.
Another aspect of the program is the community
service. So far this year, the students have helped out
at Citizens for a Healthy Bay, Mother Earth Farms
and My Sister's Pantry. A long-term project the
group is investing time in is at Remann Hall, a correctional facility in the Tacoma area.
Members of the SJRP have many new ideas for
lectures and events that will be taking place next
semester. Weekly meetings are held on Tuesday
nights at 8:30 p.m.

Sophomore Lipika Choudhury believes in justice too.

Photo courtesy ups.edu

HOME BASE —SJRP resides in Smith Hall.

Crimes
The following incident was reported to Security
on Dec. 6, 2003:
At approximately 2:00 a.m. two male students
sleeping in their Phibbs Hall room were awakened
by someone spraying a fire extinguisher all over
them and their property. They said they had left
their door unlocked. They reported they saw the
male suspect, but could not identify him because of
the dry chemical in the air. They heard others in the
hallway during the incident.
*We highly recommend students keep their
rooms locked — especially when away or while
sleeping at night. Windows and doors should be
secured.

Semester Break Parking Notice:
Security recommends you not leave your vehicle
on campus over the break if you will be out of town.
If you have no other options, you must contact
Security Services (X3311) and register to park it oncampus over the break.
This is above and beyond your normal academic year parking registration. All vehicles left on
campus must be registered with Security Services
for break parking. Specific parking instructions
will be provided when you call(or stop in)to register.
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Bands
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NO MORE INCIDENTS—Sring Cheese Incident (above),

Who played at UPS last fall, was the school's last big band.

Continued from page 1

because we don't have the ability to make transactions
happen fast," Anderson said.
However, there are things being done to remedy the
problem.
"ASUPS is currently trying to develop a system where
they can keep a track record of each band presented to the
Risk Review Committee so that if they are approved once
and end up not working out, they don't need to be
approved in the future if we try and get them again,"
Barrans said.
Supporters feel this method will allow the Popular
Entertainment Programmer much more freedom to
secure groups and help bring more bands to the school in
the future.
Besides efficiency problems and securing groups within a timely matter, there are other issues preventing big
groups from coming.

"Factors such as the availability of the venue, money at
and the actual tour schedule of the act are the big
tions," Anderson said. "It is very hard to book a group
because we have to work around everyone else including
athletics, music, RDG and other events. This leaves us
with very few dates, four or five a semester, that we can
present groups and this really limits our ability to bring
bands."
Despite the time issues involved in working with they
Risk Review Committee, Anderson is hopeful that there
may be at least two big events planned for the spring,
both of which have recieved approval from the Review
Committee, but are still being negotiated.
"I think what students need to do is to find out how to
get involved in the smaller events, because they can enjoys
these as well as the larger ones and hopefully we'll have
something bigger next semester." Barrans said.

Tacoma survey seeks student, community input
By Logan Dancey

News Edit. ,!.
For a medium-sized city notorious for its smell,
Tacoma has seen an unusual bevy of national media attention over the last year. The David Brame tragedy, the spire
proposal and the D.C. area sniper have allowed the
national and local media to take their shots at defining
Tacoma. Definitions have ranged from Seattle's smaller,
uglier neighbor to a city in the midst of revitalization. A
new survey hopes to give the citizens of Tacoma a voice in
the matter. The City Club of Tacoma put out the survey,
titled the "Image of Tacoma Survey," which can be filled
out until Dec. 31.
"It seemed like everybody else was defining Tacoma,"
Randy Balogh, Tacoma Brand Consultant and City Club
volunteer, said. "I was always thinking during this time:
what do Tacomans think of Tacoma?"
Every year, the City Club, a civic organization made up
of over 500 Pierce County and Southern Puget Sound residents, conducts a community research project. Last year
the City Club released a study on troubled youths, titled
Youth at Risk — Improving the Odds. The "Image of
Tacoma Survey" is this year's City Club community
research project.
The survey process began with in-depth interviews of
Tacoma residents in order to understand how people who
live in Tacoma define their city. City Club volunteers
made a conscious effort to target a diverse cross-section of
residents. After the interviews, the City Club drafted a
more comprehensive, quantitative questionnaire based on

the responses.
The "Image of Tacoma Survey" tries to determine what
residents of Tacoma feel the strengths, personality and
landmarks are that define the city.
"When you ask people about Tacoma, everybody talks
about places, places, places," Nina Rook, co-chair of the
Image of Tacoma Study, said.
One goal of the survey is to find out just which one of
those places people like the most. Respondents are asked
to pick up to seven favorite icons from a list of over 30
landmarks, including Mount Rainier, Frisko Freeze,
Stadium High School, The Grand Cinema and UPS.
Additional survey questions focus on what words people associate with the city. Terms range from "feisty" to
"romantic."
Ultimately, the City Club hopes that the survey will
provide civic leaders with a blueprint of Tacoma's
strengths, which the city can use as a selling point. The
interviews with Tacoma residents highlighted the city's
diversity and neighborhoods as a major advantage, as
well as the city's size.
"It's like the three bears: not too big, not too small, it's
just right," Balogh said.
Rook reports that residents of Tacoma seem excited
about the opportunity to shed some of the stereotypes.
"I think . we have really piqued some latent interest in
the people around here," she said.
Thus far, over 2,500 respondents have filled out the survey, but Balogh and Rook want to see more, especially students. While many students only live in Tacoma for a few
years, Balogh feels they add a unique dynamic to civic life.

Annie McCullough/ASUPS Photo Services

MOVING FORWARD?—Convention Center construction

and The Link are part of Tacoma's efforts to define itself.
"I think the influx of students within the community is do
a valuable thing ... it means an influx of ideas," he said.
The "Image of Tacoma Survey" can be accessed online
at www.cityclubtacoma.org and hard copies are available
at various public places, including the Wheelock Library
on North 26th Street. Surveys are available online in
English, Russian and Spanish; Japanese, Korean and
Vietnamese versions of the survey are available in hard si
0'
copy.

Secretly, senior Logan Dancey loves the Tacoma aroma.
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Opinions

Women need guns
By Morgan Johnson

the
lightning
rod

0pinions Writer

Recently a female UPS student
was attacked, defended herself,
and the attacker fled. This event
took place after V-day, an antiviolence day in conjunction with
She vagina monologues. V-day's official motto is "until the violence
stops" yet they ignore the most efficient means of stopping violence. On
Nov. 22, a female UPS student demonstrated to the entire world that selfdefense stops violence. Not rallies, not letter writing, but pure naked
force.
The most intelligent remarks about the event were spoken by none
other than Todd Badham: "It's important for students to take responsibility for student safety" and therein lies the difference between V-day
and people who are really interested in ending violence against women.
V-day's website lists no contacts for self-defense courses under their
"Anti-Violence Resources." Instead there are dozens of groups which
"provide services for survivors of sexual assault and advocate for an end
to sexual violence."
Perhaps I missed something, but how does advocating an end to sexlual help? Are they going to stand in the parking lot and advocate that the rapist cease and desist? Are they going to advocate, after the
crime has happened, that the criminal be punished? If the one thing not
on most murderer's minds is that they may face the death penalty, what
makes you think a rapist is going to fear an extra five years? Rapists and
murderers fear armed victims according to surveys of prisoners (and
common sense).
The solution is for women to be trained in self-defense during K-12
education. This would include barehanded techniques as demonstrated
by the resourceful UPS student, as well as armed techniques not demonstrated because the Logger's Student Integrity Code prohibits weapons.
Does the Logger's prohibition of weapons in any way make this campus safer? It might if we could prevent all people from bringing weapons
onto campus, but the only people we seem to be able to prevent from
$bringing weapons are those who have no desire to harm others. What
tools, what enforcement is there to prevent the bringing of weapons onto
campus? Todd Badham has already answered clearly: "It's not realistic
for us to question everyone walking across campus at 7 p.m., and it's not
the kind of atmosphere the university would like on campus."
The Logger policy is absurd on its face because it allows those with
criminal intent to enter the campus with whatever weapons they may
*desire, for we have no walls, no metal detectors. Furthermore, we would
not like that "kind of atmosphere," yet it prohibits students from putting
these weapons to good use in defending themselves.
Self-defense works. Perhaps you do not feel comfortable with
weapons because you have not been instructed in their use. I do not
advocate anyone be forced. There are many ways for you to defend yourself, one of which (the most effective by many standards) is a firearm.

$ • Senior Morgan Johnson is a double major by day and makes the campus safe
for women by fighting campus crime by night.
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Our view of life on campus
Squirrels.
Heavy-handed distribution of
parking tickets.
Ebert.

Roeper.
Reincarnation of Siskel.

ASUPS proposed student fee
increase.
"Nightmare Before Christmas"
playing at Campus Films.
No Midnight Breakfast.
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Letters to the

Editor
We all choose to attend a
liberal arts school
To the editor:
After reading Aurea Astro's Dec. 5 article
bashing UPS' liberal arts focus I have to ask her
(and those who agree with her): why did you
decide to come to school here?
Nearly every brochure, flyer and handout I
ever received from UPS during the college
application process made it inescapably clear
that the school emphasizes a liberal arts education. If Ms. Astro had bothered to read the UPS
Admissions homepage she would have learned
that UPS is "a place where you can develop
exceptional abilities to think independently,
speak- and write persuasively, see connections
among seemingly disconnected fields, explore
intellectual passions, and discover your place
in global society." This indicated that the
school did not focus on technical knewledge.
I came to UPS with an understanding that
the school was not going to prepare me for the
business community. Instead I chose UPS
because I eventually want to get a graduate
degree and I knew that this institution would
prepare me well to do that. Many others come
here with the intention of continuing their educations after graduation; according to the
University webpage, 55% of UPS students go
on to graduate school. And contrary to what
Ms. Astro said in her article, 80% of students
who apply to medical and law school are
accepted at their first choice.
Ms. Astro calls UPS a "middle of the road
school," but it is a second tier university and a
nationally ranked liberal arts school. Ii this
university were to follow Ms. Astro's advice
and focus more on math and science, it would
become a technical school. Changing the
emphasis of the university woule turn UPS
into a completely different college, oc..e that I

would respect but would have no desire to
attend.
Philbook, junior

Trail sports is for Loggers
not NBA bashing
To the editor:
I am writing in response to Doug Sprague's
Jailblazers article in the Dec. 5 issue of The
Trail. I am a junior transfer student, and I have
worked for school newspapers in the past. In
all honesty that was one of the worst stories
that I have ever read. Doug didn't know what
he was talking about in his article. Instead of
presenting some of his own thoughts, he chose
to be a jack-ass and make fun of all of the players on the Blazers. Wow, calling Stoudamire a
pot head is real cool. It's not like anyone in the
business has never done that before. And he
goes ranting and raving about Rasheed, about
how his technicals are way down last year and
this year from years previous. Just because
someone is an athlete doesn't give Doug the
right to tear them apart. Last time I checked
this school is filled with people who smoke pot,
why doesn't someone at this school do a story
on how pathetic all those people are? I am disappointed that the story was given half a page
in the Sports section. That is just piss poor to be
completely honest. Instead of devoting paper
space to Logger sports, you gave it to the jackass who knows nothing about the topic in
which he is talking. And I wish any of those
NBA players could read that article and take
some aggression out on the author of this article. Just do some research before you call people names and try and put them down. Like
Kenyon Martin, so he's the "next Rasheed"
because he plays with passion and emotion.
Obviously this Doug guy isn't an athlete, he's
just someone who sits on his ass, watches the
T.V., and decides to tear down NBA players in
a small liberal arts school newspaper. Just
please make some better decisions about what
you let people write next time.
— Quentin Flores, junior

ANGRY? IMPRESSED? INDIFFERENT? WRITE A LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to
respond to articles or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The Trail resen-es the right to refuse anything that is submitted for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and phone number, should contain fewer than 300 words, and are due no
later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be e-mailed to trail@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus Mailbox
1095.
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Puget Sound should be teacher, not Big Brother
By Davey Young

Guest Writer
Is it possible, I wonder, for an academic
institution to be so liberally minded that it
comes around full circle to rest at the footstool of fascism? Can
an institution which touts itself as the very
definition of acceptance condemn those that
desire acceptance the most? Well I suppose
that all depends on how we students
behave, now doesn't it?
Let me first say that I believe we students all benefit from an open and accepting academic environment. At the so-called
Harvard of the West, students are encouraged to be themselves and voice their own
opinions. But what happens when a student disagrees with another so vehemently
that open conflict occurs? Generally, the
administration slaps a few wrists, demands
an apology from one side or the other, and
pats itself on the proverbial back for a job
well done. 'Way to go, overbearing institution," I imagine it to say, "way to keep a student who wasn't afraid of being him/herself in line."
Of course I'm over simplifying — if a
student smeared Jello on himself and sacrificed a small woodland creature in the
Thompson fountain and then lit it on fire,
I'd want them to step in, too. But does that
mean that the University should step in
when a campus organization unknowingly
offends another? When an all-too-happy
drunk pisses someone off? To these and
more such rhetorical questions I say "Lord,

no!" Being open-minded means accepting all
stoup
outlooks, even those
that might offend.
du
Dismissing what we
jour
don't agree with simply because it offends
us is nothing more than
simple and arrogant retaliation.
Have any of you students really looked
at the UPS integrity code? Standard One
states that "a member of the Puget Sound
community must not harm someone physically or psychologically, or cause them to
fear being harmed." Standard Two states
that "a member of the Puget Sound community must not engage in activities that
threaten the safety and the security of the
University or its members." Is it just me, or
do those two standards sound the same? In
order to threaten someone, you have to
engage in threatening. So you're trying to
tell me that threatening someone and
engaging in threatening someone are two
different things? Standard Six, furthermore,
states that "a member of the Puget Sound
community shall not violate published
University regulations and policies." So ...
You're telling me that by breaking a rule,
I'm actually breaking two, just because the
first one was written down? That says to
me that it isn't possible to break just one
rule, because if it's published, you're breaking Standard Six as well.
Yes, I understand that our actions reflect
our university's reputation, and yes, I
understand that UPS exists to provide us
with an agreeable and safe learning environment, but UPS, you are not your stu-

Online
What is your idea of an ideal Christmas gift?
Straight A's on your report card.
A dance poll in the basemerk,
A date with President Thomas.
A stocking full of coal.
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dents' parents and you don't know what is
best for us. No facet of UPS should exist to
police and punish. Every aspect of our
University must exist exclusively to educate
and foster. While it is sad that some people
need to be weaned into adulthood, most of
us are off to a good start. And even if we're
not, don't you think we would benefit more
from discovering our own shortcomings
rather than having them so shamefully
pointed out to us? Stop all this wheedling
and cajoling; those of us that need it will let
you know, I promise.
To risk a slap on my own wrist from the
University and maybe even (egads!) my fellow students, allow me to cite a few recent
examples. To preempt, I understand that
blackface is offensive, but I also understand
that people are stupid. No, no, you're not
stupid for being offended. Those that have
offended you are stupid, at least in the
regard that they did not catch their mistake
before it was too late. Does that mean that
we must make a value judgment and
deplore them for being insensitive? It all
goes to intent — whoops, I messed up, my
bad, no please don't beat me. Just point out
my mistake, let me have egg on my face,
and be done with it! For an institution that
wears the mask of liberality so well, it could
at least turn its stony gaze to the offenders
now and again. If UPS were an occupation,
I think it would be a cop, not a teacher. One
of those "I know your kind" cops, the ones
that would have been teachers if they didn't
love power-tripping all the time. Either that
or a kindergarten teacher who hates fingerpainting and loves playing fair. And by the
way, there is such a thing as being too PC.
•

•

If you're going to allow all voices to be
heard, you can't stop where a perfect record
ends and bad behavior begins. Again, UPS
should not exist to punish, but to teach and
foster. Don't jeopardize a student's educational opportunity because he pulled a
practical joke (no, I'm not referring to blackface anymore); rather invite him in, sit him
down, say "how ya' doin'? Ya' know, that •
thing you did ... not so good. This is why."
Practical jokes gone bad are not crimes, only
the result of shortsightedness and misinterpretation. Welcome to an environment
occupied primarily by 2,500 people of
means between the ages of 18 and 22. Yes, I
do put partial blame on the people that 4111
can't take a joke. Shoot me. No wait,
haven't I been saying all along that you
shouldn't pull that trigger? Ah well, if you
don't already agree with the then you're
probably a lost cause.
To sum up, education doesn't exist
exclusively in the classroom and everyone 41
here is entitled to the full extent, especially
those who need it the most. And if you,
(yes you, UPS) think that these br those people just don't get it, go ahead and give it to
them. And be polite! We pay you a lot of
money, you could at least be nice! If I
thought my voice mattered, I would dose at
by saying: UPS, your students are going to w
offend and be offended their entire lives. It
isn't a perfect world out there, so stop acting like this one is. And to the students I
would say: you live in an invisible bubble
with adamantine walls, but together you
can make one sharp ass needle.
Senior Davey Young is graduating in a week

and dares any of you to stop him.

Last week's poll: What are you doing
16 responses
for Reading Period?
Reading. 7%
Defragmenting, 47%
Writing bad poetry and staring out the
window. 20%
Attending assorted social functions. 26%
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Bunker busters threaten world
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pelled to have their own series of "miniBy Michael Allen
nukes" to establish a full military force
Opinions Writer
quixotic
in regional operations. China, Russia,
Israel,
Pakistan and India will all feel
A hotly debated item that has
knight
compelled to make sure they can match
been on Bush's agenda since months
errant
the United States' prowess and continprior to the Iraq war has received
ue to exert regional influence through
the green light and actualizes an
the traditional notion of military hardanti-nuclear activist's dreaded
power. Also, the acquisition of such devices would deter
nightmare: "Bunker Busters." Originally, research was
the U.S. from using them due to fear of retaliation by these
delayed on these low-yield nuclear weapons for a period
other global players.
of ten years to forestall debate and public pressure on the
The third problem is that bunker busters blur the line
Administration, but the weapons have now received
authorization from the Bush administration to be devel- between conventional and nuclear weapons. No longer
will it be taboo to use nuclear weapons to gain a tactical
oped and become part of our standing military force.
Bunker busters, or "mini-nukes" (a name that makes advantage in the battlefield if the United States is using
such weapons to merely destroy bunkers. Nuclear
them seem akin to pets rather than weapons of mass
destruction), are designed to penetrate deep into the earth weapons have not been used since the end of World War
II; however, the production of bunker busters will legitand use shockwaves to destroy bunkers that cannot be
imize their use and make nuclear conflict probable. If the
accessed by normal weapons. Though the nuclear
United States is able to use nuclear weapons against oppoweapons are considered "low-yield," they still release
radiation and threaten ecological catastrophe by contami- nents, why can't Pakistan and India, both fighting their
own versions of the "War on
nating the areas beneath the earth,
Terrorism," use them against each
including underground watersheds.
other? This makes the threat of escalaIn the realm of international relaand er
tion frighteningly real. The risk of the
tions, the development of such
use nucle ar
boo
consequences is not worth developing
weapons threatens to undermine
these weapons, especially since nuclear.
three vital norms established by the
c11 a tactiweapons
have only been used against
United States. The first is the
dv
civilian targets in the past.
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
battlefie d.
One of the original plans drawn up
(NPT), which ultimately aims to
by the Department of Defense for Iraq
eliminate the need and use of
advocated the idea of using "Tactical
nuclear weapons. By being a signaNuclear Weapons" to flush out bunkers during the war.
tory to the treaty, the United States has an unequivocal
This advocacy is entirely unacceptable and the action
obligation to cut back its nuclear arsenal and prevent the
proliferation of such weapons. Our negotiations with would have had international condemnation. The repercussions of reversing the NPT, destabilizing our allies and
other countries, especially the current meetings we are
having with North Korea and Iran, will be hampered as accepting nuclear warfare as the norm ought to be resisted
we say one thing while committing ourselves to the at all levels of American society. It is a risk America cannot afford to take.
opposing policy.
Junior Michael Allen thinks that fluoridation is the most
Additionally, the use of low-yield nuclear weapons
dangerous communist plot we have ever faced.
guarantees a new arms race as other countries feel corn-
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Throughout the past semester, one
has been able to walk through the SUB
to find countless flyers describing
some campus group's latest cause.
Frankly, I find these protests tiring
and overwhelming, I understand that I am a college student now, but should I really have to work at figuring out
what a particular group is actually protesting? I think not.
Here's an example that I'm pretty sure we can all relate
to: "How much is a life worth? $8?" I have no idea! The
first time I saw one of these posters all I could think was
"I have no clue! What are you talking about?!" These flyers could be seen around campus for weeks with no
explanation. Finally, news of Nalgene and bunny rabbits
hit. Okay, great. What am I supposed to do about it?
Donate my Nalgene bottle and have it sent back to the
company. I'm sorry, but that is the least logical solution I
have ever heard of. First of all, I already paid the $8 for
my Nalgene. Second of all, the company can just recycle
its unbreakable plastic and make another $8 from it.
Somehow, I just don't see how this alleviates the problem.
It took me long enough to figure out what was being
protested; I'm not about to jump in and take action in a
completely illogical fashion. No thanks.
Not convinced of the bad protest advertising tactics
seen around? Allow me to provide another example.
Several weeks ago, I walked out of my dorm one morning to find myself faced with hundreds, maybe even
thousands, of white crosses bearing Spanish names. I
was completely bewildered. I skimmed through my
memory trying to figure out what on earth the crosses
were doing around campus. My first idea? Dia de los
Muertos was the only logical explanation I could think of.
Unfortunately, I realized that this had already passed. I
gave up, deciding that some ceremony must have
occurred — unannounced. It wasn't until several days
later that I found out it was a protest for the School of
Americas, a protest that did not get nearly as much publicity as it deserved. Did fashioning our upbeat campus
into a graveyard without explanation do any good?
You see, people are not able to appreciate a protest,
formulate their own opinions, or become involved in it
unless they understand what is going on. It also seems to
me that protests come and go as quickly as the Aroma of
Tacoma drifts through the UPS campus. Perhaps if
groups would take the time to educate the campus about
their cause and give people time to get involved, there
would be a better response to the flyers that can be found
all over the campus. Trust me, I am totally for finding a
cause and supporting it. However, I would like to stick to
an issue and focus on finding the most effective means of
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what type of band would
you like to come
to campus?

"Gwar."
Peter Bell
Senior

"Hip-flop.
Mari Talcarnura

Junior

Launching the protest of protests
By Heather Gillooly

I

'I would really '
like the Slip of Karl

educating the campus community to
create a more lasting impression on
those who may invest the time to be
affected by it.

Brandin Judge .
Serii(*g
,

Freshman Heather Gillooly can't wait
for her first semester at LIPS to end.

Have something to say?
Want someone to listen?
"Reggae

n.'

Tyler Smith

Submit guest columns to
trailops@ups.edu
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"G Love & Special
Sauce."

Johnny Tribbia
Senior

Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11am-12am

Y,

11am-lam
12pm-1am
12pm-12am

Monday Night Football Special
Buy one 16" pizza and get a
FREE 2-liter Coke product*
Thursday-Friends Special
Buy a 12" pizza and get a
FREE bawl of ice cream*
'offers valid only during Monday Night Football game and
the Friends show hour.Senor Felix's Black bean and jack
cheese
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All in good spirit... a
The Center for Spirituality: A unity of many faiths
By Mike Jerman

Features Writer
The Center for Spirituality and Justice prides itself on having an open and diverse mindset on one's religious or spiritual needs. "By whatsoever path you come to Me, I shall welcome you, for the paths men take from every side are Mine." — Lord Krishna. This is one
quote that you will find on the informative webpage that represents the way the group
approaches the people who come to them.
The Center has put together and organized ten campus groups based on different religions
including two new groups this year: the Baha'i and Buddhist groups. All groups participate
in regular practice and discussion concerning their beliefs. Many of these groups meet on a
weekly basis, hold celebrations for holidays throughout the year, and sponsors speakers of all,
faiths to come to campus; almost all of whom are sponsored by the Center for Spirituality and
Justice.
Ecumenical, interfaith, and other faith-specific services are offered on campus for persons
from various religious traditions throughout the year. A Christian Sunday evening chapel
service is available and is sponsored by the Center for Spirituality and Justice. Gail Day
Chapel, located upstairs in Kilworth Memorial Chapel, is open to the campus community
daily for meditation and prayer for persons of all religious convictions. Spiritual yoga classes, labyrinths and weekly music meditation are offered in the chapel. Students wishing to
attend Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur services may get rides to Temple Beth El by calling
the Center for Spirituality and Justice.
The mission statement truly sums up the groups altogether open and liberal view on reli-

gion. The statement also puts a great emphasis on the importance of the benefits of a healthy
spiritual life and the ways it can positively affect you inside and out of school.
"It is the mission of the Center for Spirituality and Justice to foster and nurture spiritual
growth and wholeness during each person's years of living and learning at the University. In
pursuit of this mission we seek to offer ministry not only to our students but also to members
of the faculty and staff.
The Center affirms the presence of the sacred within our learning community and invites
students of all faiths and convictions to engage both mind and spirit as they pursue their academic studies and degrees. As students develop or refine their personal set of values, we seek
to assist or enable them to offer a positive contribution through service for the common
good."
During the winter season the group is overwhelmed with a number of activities. In collaboration with ASUPS, the group has already put on Mistletoast, a Hanukkah celebration,
and sponsored Francis Bok, a guest lecturer. The Woodland Indian Winter Feast will be taking place on Monday. Dec. 22 and Christmas celebrations will be taking place throughout our
time left until the end of the semester.
To find out more information about the group and its events, look on the UPS webpage.
Walk-ins are always welcome at the office in the Wheelock Student Center where you can
receive loads of information on the different campus groups, on and off campus activities and
centers, or any basic questions you have about religion or spirituality You will be met with an
open mind and willingness to satisfy any curiosity.

Baha'i

•

•
•

M.J.–

LDS at Puget
Sound
(Latter Day Saints)

"0 people of the world, ye are all the branches of one tree, the leaves of
one branch, the drops of one sea."
Baha'u'llah

0

An opportunity for Mormon
students to experience fellowship together and to interact with
other student groups. Monthly
activities include community
services and group meetings.

The Baha'i Unity Group at UPS is to further the tenets of the Baha'i Faith,
to invite those interested to investigate the Faith for themselves, to promote
the unity of mankind and to foster understanding, love and fellowship on
this campus by sponsoring lectures, information tables, service projects, discussion, informal gatherings, social activities and public meetings.
They follow the teachings of Baha'u'llah, a messenger of God that they
hold at equal status as Jesus Christ, Buddha, Muhammad, etc.
Their biggest event this year will probably be the Ayyam-i-HaqDays of
Joy) Festival in February.

0
0

0
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LDS Founder Joseph Smith
Baha'u'llah

Pagan Student Alliance
Jewish Student Organization
The Jewish Student Organization promotes Jewish identity by
arranging cultural and social events and by celebrating holidays and
traditions. This group also provides campus-wide information on
Judaism and invites campus participation in all programs.
The JSO's goal is to promote an awareness of the Jewish way of life
and history by having the club open to any student or faculty member
of the Puget Sound community.

This is an organization that embraces all forms of Paganism. This
includes and is not limited to Wicca, Agnostics and Discordian.
Activities include major Celtic and Wicca holidays known as Sabbats,
workshops to educate the UPS community and regular weekly meetings.

InterVarsity Christian Fellows!
"

Lighthouse

UMeth (United Methodist Fellowship)

Christianity is complete simplicity, costing
not less than everything."

"Do all the good you can, By all the means you can, In all the ways
you can, In all the places you can, At all the times you can, To all the
people you can, As long as ever you can."

–"A Severe Mercy"
This is a ministry for students to
help each other "grow in relationship with Jesus Christ."
Activities include large and
small group meetings, retreats,
service projects, community outreach and leadership training.
Lighthouse attempts to provide an environment where students can worship together, ask
questions, be encouraged and experience firsthand what it means to live in a
relationship with Jesus Christ.
The last Lighthouse of each
semester has been nicknamed
ELP for Experience Lighthouse
Project. Lighthouse meets every
Tuesday night but each semester-ending meeting is turbocharged, so to speak.
Performances by students at
last years ELP included:
Scottish dancing, acoustic
guitar solos, poetry and
even an eight person ska
band performing their rendition of a Five Iron Frenzy
song. As many as 350 peop
have attended this event.
This semesters ELP is in the
concert hall on Dec. 16 at 9
p.m.

I have come that they may have life, and have it j

A fellowship in which students may openly explore
spirituality through dialogue, critical thinking and
friendship. U-Meth is a Reconciling Campus Ministry
that welcomes all persons regardless of sexual orientation, race, religious beliefs, physical ability and
background.
Their purpose is providing an environment for
progressive Christians to grow in spirit and to help
each other live out their faith. Most of their members
tend to be social justice-oriented, focusing on following
the example of Jesus by helping the oppressed and those in
need. The most important figure in their faith is God.
UMeth hasn't been directly involved in organizing
major events this past semester, though members of
their organization, including advisor Adam Bray,
were very involved in planning the School of the
Americas protest that took place last month.

This is an interdenominational Christian affilloi
goal is to help individuals and communitieg'gn
ness under the Lordship of Jesus Christ." Small
studies are available as well as weekly large-gro
including scripture study, prayer, singing and fel
In response to God's love, grace and truth: Th
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship/USA is to e
advance at colleges and universities witness g
of students and faculty who follow Jesus as avi
growing in love for God, God's Word, God's pa
ethnicity and culture and God's purposes in the
InterVarsity is a national organization, and ho
Mission Convention every three years in Illinois
URBANA 03 and is hapening this December. Ov
dents from all over the world gather toge
Gods heart for missions, and investigate ssi
tions and opportunities. There are twelve studei
who will be attending. They also do a six-w
Global Projects and Cultural Exchanges in var
(Polland, Albania, China), and shorter t-wo-'
Projects in Tacoma.

Catholic Campus Milt]
Christian Science Organization
The Christian Science Organization welcomes
all students to explore their spirituality and the
principles of Christian Science through discussions and readings from the Bible and the writings of Mary Baker Eddy.

,

Jesus Christ

The Catholic Campus Ministry is working
strong community at Puget Sound. Their goals in
tual growth, and providing a community of aca
encouragement. Catholic and non-Catholic stud
weekly to share, laugh, pray, as well as coord
activities, such as campus services and retreat A
ing for new ideas, they encourage new member!
planning team and share their thoughts. Stud
Michael Smith

Compiled by Sam Richards
information provided by clu

•
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To many, Santa Claus is a plump old man with a
snow-white beard, dressed in all red. However, the Christmas
icon was derived from a Bishop named Nicholas, who lived in Turkey
from 270-310 A.D.
During St. Nicholas' lifetime he was known for his generosity to children, as well
as his strictness with "naughty" children. Toward the end of his life, he was imprisoned
by the Roman Emperor Diocletain because of his faith, but was released a few years before his
death.
Several legends surround St. Nicholas: one is that he gave money to a family with three girls who
were unable to get married because their family did not have enough money for a dowry. When St.
Nicholas heard of the family's trouble, he climbed down the chimney, tossing bags of gold coins down. One
bag fell in a stocking that was drying near the fireplace. Hence was born the story of Santa Claus coming down
the chimney on Christmas Eve.
Another legend that has circled around St. Nicholas is the story of the Pickled Boys, in which he brought two
murdered boys back to life.
Throughout many European countries, St. Nicolas is the patron saint of children and unmarried girls. He is
the national patron saint of Russia and Greece. His association to the patron saint led to giving gifts to children
Christmas, although originally the sacred day was Dec. 6, the day St. Nicholas died.
The image of Santa Claus in America was created in 1823 when the New York Sentinel printed the poem, "
From Saint Nicholas" by C.C. Moore, where St. Nicolas flies in the sky in sled pulled by eight reindeer.
In 1866, the physical appearance of Santa Claus shifted from a man in bishop's robes to a man in a bro
suit, sometimes in green or blue. The persona of Santa Claus shifted again in 1931, when the Coca-Cola Co
released the image that is associated with him today.
Throughout the world the name of Santa Claus varies. In America he is often referred to as Kris
derived from Germany's Christkindlein, the Christ Child. In France he is Pere Noel and in Brazil
Noel. Great Britain calls him Father Christmas. Father Christmas is a combination of the pa •
figure, The Green Man as well as a Father Time who comes at the beginning of the New Year
has Tomte, a gnome-like elf who has a sleigh pulled by goats. Sinterkalass is the Du
Santa Claus. He travels by boat, bearing gifts for children. In Costa Rica, Colomif
of Mexico he is el Nino Jesus, "the infant Jesus."
Many countries also believe that St. Nicholas has a helper, who
who's been "naughty or nice." In the Netherlands his hel.
Peter. In Germany he is Knecht Ruprescht. Parts off
as Pere Fouettard and in Luxembourg his

Rudolph:
In 1939, Montgomery Wards ad writer Robert
L. May was asked to write a Christmas story to
could give to shoppers as an extra perk. May,
drawing on his childhood background and on the
story of the "Ugly Duckling," wrote the story of
Rudolph and his red nose despite his own
apprehension that the red nose would
denote drunkenness. The chain had given
away six million copies by 1946. In the original story Rudolph didn't live at the North
Pole and wasn't one of
Santa's reindeer, but only
became one when Santa,
delivering presents, saw
the light eminating from
Rudolph's room and
tapped him for sleighleading duties.
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Winter Solstice:
Ancient cultures, specifically Neolithic peoples,
fearing that the light of other seasons would never
return, held festivals on or around December 21, the
darkest day of the year, in order to ensure that the
light would eventually return to give them ample
harvest.
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Although thought of by many Americans as one
of the most important Jewish holidays, Hanukkah
has in fact only risen to prominence as a Western
reaction to the Commercialism of the Christmas
holiday. Instead of merely selling to the Christian
sect, corporations can appeal to a broader religious
demographic.

Compiled by Sam Hardy.
Graphics by Chris Hlavaty
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Well Fed and Well Read: A
Beginner's guide to 'Sushi'
By Darcy Scott & Kat Griffin

A&E Writers
Being a sushi lover is an acquired taste.
After all, who would readily eat rice, raw
fish and vegetables all wrapped up in seaweed? Surprisingly, sushi is quite good,
and if you are a sushi lover and a fan of
Japanese food, you'll like I Love Bento, a
Literary
sushi restaurant here in Tacoma. If you are
Spice
a newcomer to the wide world of sushi,
perhaps you should begin by reading
Girls
"Sushi for Beginners" by Marian Keyes.
"Sushi for Beginners" takes place in
Ireland and is written in the style of a "chick lit" book, meaning literature
written by females for a more female audience. The novel is a fun and fast
read and follows the lives of a few Dubliners and a transplanted
Londoner who are all working to start a new women's magazine. So
where does sushi fit in all of this? Well, sushi is of course not the typical
fare of Ireland. You'd expect pints of Guinness instead. Sushi is brought
into the office of the women's magazine and; as some experts eat the
sushi, the others look on in astonishment and wariness.
You might find yourself in a similar predicament at I Love Bento, wondering what the heck is a bento or yakisoba or tempura. If you find yourself wondering, you can easily ask the wait staff, who are friendly, courteous and efficient; bringing you water and green tea within minutes of
sitting down. The restaurant is separated into three seating sections.
You have a choice of sitting at the
sushi bar where you can watch the sushi
being made or you can sit in the regular
dining area. Another choice if you're
dining with a large group are the tatami
rooms where you sit in a more private
room. You don't sit in chairs but on
bright cushions on the floor, a more
customary form of dining in Japan.
By the end of the novel, one of the
main characters, Ashling, becomes an
expert at sushi, showing her friends
exactly how to eat sushi and telling
them of the specific condiments that
come with sushi, which include soy
sauce, wasabi and pickled ginger. This
is fairly typical of sushi at any restaurant. The soy sauce, wasabi and pickled
Photo courtesy Unages.amazon.com
ginger are used to enhance the flavors of
sushi with the salty soy sauce, spicy hot
wasabi and vinegar-fused ginger.
At I Love Bento, they have sushi combinations where you can have
sushi as well as sashimi (which is simply pieces of raw fish with a bit of
wasabi and rice), which, while it doesn't look like a lot, can certainly fill
you up. The great thing about plP.ces like I Love Bento is that sushi eating is a shared environment, so bring a willing and wanting friend to
share in your sushi adventures.
We sampled a combination that came with California rolls brightly
covered with caviar (fish eggs) and different kinds of sashimi including
tuna, salmon, halibut and shrimp. The fish was fresh and the California
rolls were also delicious.
•
If this doesn't sound appealing, you can certainly find other things to
satisfy your palate. From the appetizers, the tempura ($5.95) is a good
choice. Tempura is fried vegetables and shrimp, which comes with a light
vinegar dipping sauce. I Love Bento fries broccoli, yams, onions, fish and
zucchini in a light batter, which is a different taste for you veggie lovers.
And don't feel badly about being hesitant to try sushi. The characters in
"Sushi for Beginners" are certainly wary about it as well.
For entrees, you certainly don't have to eat raw fish, but you can have
noodles or a meat dish. We sampled the grilled chicken teriyaki bento
box. Not only do you get chicken smothered with a light teriyaki sauce,
but you also receive rice and vegetables.
Each entrée starts with a small bowlof salad and a bowl of miso soup.
The salad isn't terribly exciting but the miso soup is well made, with bits
of tofu and seaweed in a hot broth with miso. At $7.95, you certainly get
your money's worth.
"Sushi for Beginners" is not titled for the sushi that is consumed in the
novel but is more of a metaphor for the changes that happen to the characters as they learn about themselves and grow. Lisa, who is self-motivated and will cut people down with a snap, becomes softer around the
edges. Ashling begins to realize that she cannot solve everyone else's
problems. Jack Devine realizes what he truly wants from a woman. This
novel is definitely written for women, so guys, you'd probably do best to
find a different book.
I Love Bento, on the other hand, is a decently priced restaurant with a
wide variety of sushi and non-sushi items that even the most discerning
person could find something to eat. It's also an attractive restaurant, with
bright lights and rice papered walls. The atmosphere is bustling and
although the restaurant wasn't full on a Saturday night, there were plenty of people clicking away with their chopsticks.
Perhaps the highlight of our evening was receiving 2004 Sushi calendars from the management. The calendars have bright colored photos of
all the sushi you can eat so you can dream about sushi when you aren't
at the restaurant. And if you're a sushi virgin or a beginner, you can stare
in wonder at the brightly colored pieces of sushi.
I Love Bento is located across the street from Tacoma Community
College at 1620 S. Mildred St. "Sushi for Beginners" is available at most
bookstores or online.
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Kat Griffin and Darcy Scott are going to roll their own sushi.
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Holiday Gingerbread: bake, bake, fast as you can
S

By Erin Goldsmith

A&E Writer
One of the most fun and cherished
Christmas traditions in America is the
candy-coated, sweet smelling, delicious
gingerbread house. Recipe variations
differ throughout the entire United
States, but the original lebkuchen houses
come from Germany.
According to the online magazine,
www.Wiz.com, Nuremeberg has long
been the capital of gingerbread making.
For centuries Germans have been making ginger goodies that include cakes,
cookies and breads. The German ginger
wizards also created Hexenhaeusle or
witches houses, from large pieces of gingerbread.
The idea of the gingerbread witch
houes came from the German fairy tale
of Hansel and Gretel. In case it has been
111
a while since you have reviewed your
Grimm brothers' tales, here is a recap:
Hansel and Gretel are lost in the woods
when they come across a large, candycovered house that is home to the
wood's evil witch.
While the classic tale does not focus
45
Photo courtesy christmascraftsfestivaLcom
around Christmas, Christmas in
SHEETS OF SUGAR— Gingerbread houses are the perAmerica marks gingerbread house's
fect seasonal crafts and holiday baking opportunities.
moment in the spotlight. While the •
recipes vary from graham cracker models (usually used in kindergarten to second grade While you can find tons of gingerbread recipes
classrooms) to the original gingerbread recipe, of on the internet and in almost every cookbook,
the best recipe (which happens to be my mom's)
which there are hundreds floating around. The
is
below.
classic concept focuses on gingerbread baked in
Stock up on your favorite goodies, roll up
mold, then "glued" together by icing. Once the
house is stable, it is decorated with tons of candy your sleeves, and get festive with gingerbread
houses — you're never too old for some fun
and icing.
My personal favorite decorations include red Christmas spirit.
Erin Goldsmith is great to sacrifice a family
vines, peppermint circles and colored icing. As a
recipe for the sake of journalistic integrity.
child, my mom introduced unique decorations
including zebra striped gum and dinner mints.

•
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Courtesy of Illinois' "Pampered Chef"

Gingerbread
3 cup flour
.1.5 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. ground ginger
1/4 tsp. ground cloves
1/4 tsp. salt
1/2 cup butter, softened (do not substitute margarine)
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1/2 cup molasses
1 egg yolk
Gingerbread mold

Directions

•

Pho to
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Preheat oven to 350. Lightly grease gingerbread mold with
vegetable Oil spray, blotting excess oil with paper towel. Set
aside.
Combine flour, cinnamon, ginger, cloves, and salt; set aside.
In a large mixing bowl, beat butter and s ugar at high speed until light and fluffy. Add molasses
and egg yolk and beat until smooth. Gradually add flour mixture and continue to beat until dough
is thoroughly combined. Dough will be stiff and slightly dry. Gather dough into large ball. Press
half of the dough firmly into greased mold. Wrap the remaining dough in plastic wrap. Level off
back of the dough in the mold using a serrated knife. Bake for 20 minutes, or until lightly brown.
Place a cooling rack over the surface of the mold. Flip mold and cooling rack together to unmold house pieces directly onto the rack. Let the mold cool completely before re-filling and baking the other half of dough. Lightly grease mold again before refilling.

Royal Icing
(Sticky icing acts as "mortar" to hold the house together )
1 1/4 cups powdered sugar
1 egg white
1/8 tsp. cream of tartar -

Directions
Place all ingredients in a small, non-plastic mixing bowl.
Beat on high speed until frosting is glossy and holds peaks,
about five minutes. This frosting dries very quickly, so
cover with plastic wrap when not being used. Frosting may
be tinted with food coloring if desired.
Yield: Approximately 1 cup
If covering large areas of house with frosting, you may
need to make two batches.

Photo courtv,y
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'Shattered Glass' a kaleidoscope of talent

•
Photo courtesy movies.yahoo.com

WHAT WE HAVE HERE IS A FAILURE TO COMMUNICATE— Hayden Christensen shows off his acting

chops (and looks) as the devidus journalist Stephen Glass.

By China Bialos

A&E Writer
"Journalism is just the art of capturing behavior ... I
record what people do, what moves them."
This formula for combining entertainment with professional journalism is, ironically, what caused writer
Stephen Glass to be fired from his regular publication,
"The New Republic." With surprisingly versatile actor
Hayden Christensen portraying the young journalist, the
newly released "Shattered Glass" coincidentally seems to
be created in the same manner as Glass' written pieces ...
minus the fabrications, of course.
"Shattered Glass" reveals the unfortunate story of

Glass, who at 25 years-old was fired by "New Republic"
editor Charles Lane in May of 1998 for falsifying his
famous last article, "Hack Heaven." It was discovered
soon after that Glass had actually created numerous false
statements over a period of less than two years — in fact,
twenty-seven out of his forty-one articles for "The New
Republic" were found to have been either partially or
completely fabricated.
Glass also used false sources in one of four articles he
wrote for "George," as well as one of his six for "Policy
Review." According to the movie, Glass constantly hid
the freelance offers he received at other publications from
his "New Republic" colleagues; one of which was Amy
Brand, played by the young Melanie Lynskey ("Sweet
Home Alabama"). After many staff meetings are interrupted by phone calls to Glass from other magazines,
Brand asks, "When did you start talking to (publication),"
to which Glass replies, "I didn't. It's probably nothing."
Glass glosses over many de ails, including accuracy of
sources, subjects and locations in his writing. The film
does an excellent job of depicting Glass as a layered character, one who can be sympathized with despite his consistent lying and refusal to plug the hole in which he digs
and buries himself. "Shattered Glass" follows the seemingly time-condensed revealing of "Hack Heaven," which
involves the discovery of false information on behalf of
Forbes Digital Tool employee Adam Penenburg.
Closely followed is the manner in which Glass sold his
story ideas to coworkers at staff meetings — by focusing
on human nature, adding color and putting on a show
while explaining the shocking details behind each character in his pieces. In the case of "Hack Heaven," fifteen
year-old computer prodigy Ian Restil hacked into the
online security system of equally-fake software firm Jukt
Micronics, posting employee salaries next to poznographic pictures on the company's website and using the pseudonym "Big. Bad Bionic Boy."
The film essentially covers the entire process of Glass'
article, from the beginning of its writing process to the
legal issues that followed the discovery of its forgery. In

fact, every detail within the article had been false, and
with every suspicious questioning of the details in his
piece, Glass excuses himself with stress and apologizes for
assuming that his sources had been accurately feeding
him information.
This movie is wonderfully put together, and for the
aspiring journalist who happens to view it, the film is suspenseful and induces paranoia over one day experiencing
the same fate (as an aspiring journalist myself, I found that
"Shattered Glass" actually scared me into making sure I
research every subject I write on to an extensive level).
When examining the opening credits, one might wonder if the film's cast is capable of pulling off such a professional subject; Christensen and Lynskey aside, Steve Zahn
("Riding in Cars with Boys") and Rosario Dawson ("Josie
and the Pussycats") costar as Forbes employees Adam
Penenburg and Andie Fox. With a cast consisting largely
of stereotypical "teen movie" actors, as well as actors from
movies that have been less than successful, "Shattered
Glass" provides the viewer with a second opinion of these
unexpectedly capable actors.
In fact, the film is nearly flawless in its casting, and
each individual within it manages to carry him or herself
with the exact image expected of his or her real-life alter
ego. Peter Sarsgaard serves as Chuck Lane, the editor who
eventually fired Stephen Glass, and performs extremely
well as the intimidating boss who most people strive to
avoid working for. If there is any flaw in "Shattered
Glass," it is that those who consider Hayden Christensen
attractive (not unlike myself, if you need a specific example) may find that Glass' character is more easily sympathized with than he should be. Then again, this film is
meant to capture what people do, what moves them.
Perhaps Stephen Glass had the right idea of journalism
after all.
"Shattered Glass" is currently playing at the Grand
Theatre at 606 S. Fawcett Ave, Tacoma.

Like Stephen Glass, China Bialos has never been to a hacker
conference in Nevada.

Fifty years later, Tolkien's genius still rings true
are a means to distract Sauron, but their true goal lies in
the hands of two hobbits, Frodo Baggins (Elijah Wood)
and Samwise Gamgee (Sean Astin), who must cast the
With the disappointment of the third chapter of "The
One Ring into the fires of Mount Doom.
Matrix" trilogy looming large in the minds of the 18-24
Certainly, this is a lot to absorb for those unacquainted
demographic, fans have the release of the final chapter of with the massive and detailed world of Middle Earth.
the other major trilogy in recent memory to look forward
Perhaps it is no surprise then that often times the creator
to: "The Lord of the Rings: Return of the King" is set for a
of the world — J.R.R. Tolkien — gets overlooked in the
release date of Dec. 17, 2003. The film begins as Sauron's hype surrounding the recent films. That is not to say that
forces are en route to Minas Tirith, the capital of Gondor, the public has not had contact with Tolkien — in fact,
culminating their forces for a battle to destroy the race of
doing so would be rather difficult for anyone with even
men. Without its king, Aragorn (Viggo Mortenson) is minimal exposure to recent popular culture. His books
forced to become its leader, rallying Gondor's fragmented
alone have sold over 100 million copies worldwide, ignitarmy into action with the help of Gandalf (Ian McKellen) ing the fantasy genre in the 1960s for the publishing world.
and Rohan's King Theoden (Bernard Hill). Their efforts His efforts in writing alone would have been enough to
make a significant impact upon millions of
people, but his staying power lies in the creation of the Middle Earth world, a franchise
that now includes among other components
a trilogy of films, and the massive cult following that supports the franchise: the firsi
two films in the trilogy have grossed over
$1.78 billion dollars worldwide, not to mention other revenue earned from complementary products.
Despite his preeminence, Tolkien seems
at once nearly invisible to the popular culture consciousness. While he remains the
445,101, Stt
t.00
inspiration
for what has been one of the
230, 4145
most successful fantasy trilogies on film,
Sat/Suut1145,
most people cannot even describe what he
looked like. In one sense, his enjoyment of
stunning success was matched only by his
avoidance of celebrity. His stint as a professor at Oxford provided him refuge, where
over his 34-year stay he was known as a
quiet but dedicated man, steady in his
habits. He was also known to be friends
with C.S. Lewis, author of "The Chronicles
of Narnia," who upon release of "The
Fellowship of the Ring," gave it rave
reviews.
However, he was not able to avoid the
trappings of celebrity in every instance. The
release of "The Lord of the Rings" in three
parts in 1954 and 1955 produced moderate
1110,1115, 9.15
U.S. sales from 1954 to - 1965. It was the
atm WO, 1:45, 5:110 release of an unauthorized paperback edition, however, that caused the trilogy to
take off, prompting the formation of the cult
following from which even the buffer of the
Atlantic ocean was not sufficient in protect-

By Tim Baars
A&E Writer
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AND IN THE DARKNESS BIND THEM—Until Elijah

Wood makes an appearance as Frodo on Dec. 17 sit back
and take in the original story of Tolkien's "Lord of the
Rings" trilogy.

ing Tolkien. One account describes kids from California
calling his house at 3 a.m., demanding to know the
preterite form of the Quenyan lanta, and whether or not
Balrogs had wings.
Perhaps part of the allure of "The Lord of the Rings"
trilogy was the sheer amount of detail that went into creating Middle Earth: from its geography, different peoples,
and language, to the weapons used and the historical
backgrounds of the different races, Tolkien put an incredible amount of work into fleshing out all aspects of Middle
Earth. His background as a philologist, specializing in the
history of language, contributed to his ability to do so. As
Tolkien scholar Verlyn Flieger, a professor at the
University of Maryland, notes: "he realized that you can't
have languages if you don't know who speaks them, and
they have to live in a world that their words describe."
Whatever the reason for the cult following of Tolkien's
Middle Earth and "The Lord of the Rings," the upcoming
release of "The Return of the King" not only gives us the
opportunity to bask in the beautiful piece of film that the
third installment promises to be, but also to reflect upon
the inspiration of the film. While Tolkien purists disparage
the films due to slight alterations from the books,•et us
appreciate the films for what they are, the books for what
they are, and enjoy the fruits of the truly gifted J.R.R.
Tolkien.
• Tim Baars will be home for Christmas.
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Nintendo releases. Double trouble

Student brings CHILL to campus

By Matt Bettelman
A&E Writer

By Scott Ordway

A&E Writer
GOITIER E GUIDE

It's safe to say that these are dire times for
MARIO KART: 0OUBLE
Nintendo. Not since the Big N entered and — well,
OGISHO
let's face it — made the home console business in the
PLaTFORM: GlaMECUSE
early '80's has another company led the market for
DEVELOPER: nwrrenoo
two consecutive hardware generations. Yet that is prePUBLISHER: ninTenoo
cisely what Sony has managed to achieve, pulling the
GnaF;Htcs: B.5/10
rug out from under Nintendo with the release of their
Sauna: 8.0/10
Playstation console in 1995. By way of a brilliant busiGarnsPLPY:
asito
ness scheme and an unheard of marketing savvy, Sony
RepLax..vaLues/10
anchored themselves in a dominant position in terms
of market share. The Playstation and PS2 phenomenon has expanded the video game industry outward,
leaving former industry mainstays like Nintendo
behind to wonder "uhhh...what just happened?"
With their brand power waning, Nintendo sits entrenched in a battle for second
place in the current generation of the "console wars" (though some analysts firmly peg
the Gamecube in 3rd behind the Xbox). This back-story sets the stage for the current
holiday shopping season, the most crucial time of year for video game makers. Delays
on several of Nintendo's biggest forthcoming titles ("Pikmin 2," "Final Fantasy:
Crystal Chronicles," and "Metal Gear Solid: The Twin Snakes" have all been pushed
back to 2004) means that in 2003, all of Nintendo's efforts in making the Gamecube a
contender depend on the success of one title. It's almost ironic that during a time that
couldn't be more serious for Nintendo, they're placing their bets on probably the most
lighthearted game in their stable.
"Mario Kart: Double Dash!!" marks the return of one of the most fun game series
ever created. It's almost laughable to think of how such a simple concept (and a halfbaked one on paper) led to such a universally fun video game: take all the most recognizable characters from the Mario universe, put them in go-karts, give them
Mushroom Kingdom themed weapons like green turtle shells and let the racing commence.
Fans of previous Mario Kart iterations will be immediately familiar with this latest
revision, as the core gameplay has remained largely unchanged. The most noteworthy
addition to the game's classic play mechanic is the new two characters per kart setup.
Basically, the player starts off by choosing two characters: one to drive and one to be
the "wingman" and fire weapons. Players control both characters at the same time (as
always, multitasking racing duties with weapons hurling).
Aside from effectively doubling the number of weapons you'll find floating around
the track, this new two man system affords some slightly nuanced gameplay. For one,
players will need to swap their two character's positions on the fly (to procure a second weapon if you already have one, for example). Secondly, each pair of characters
(Mario and Luigi, Diddy and Donkey Kong, et al.) shares a special weapon that's
unique to them. The Mario Bros. can throw a fireball that splits and bounces around
the track, for example, while Wario and Waluigi wield the ever-unpredictable bobornb. These special weapons mix up the proceedings rather nicely and add a decent
layer of both mayhem and strategy to the traditional Mario Kart formula.
Both the game's greatest attribute and shortcoming are tied to the fact that this
sequel never strays too far from what we've come to expect from a Mario Kart game.
However, that doesn't change the fact that this is a definite must-buy for Cube owners.
The graphics, while not outstanding, more than get the job done via sugar-coated landscapes and nicely animated characters. The real star of the show here is the track
design, which oozes with that unnameable Mario charm. The game's replay value may
be a little bit on the light side for some, but let's face it, you don't buy Mario Kart to
play by yourself. Get three of your buddies together and there's almost no better game
on the planet; Double Dash is immeasurably fun and instantly accessible to the nongarners in your troupe. This one will keep you up 'til the wee hours of the morning
saying "just one more game!" As the originators of the genre, Nintendo still makes the
best kart racing games around.

CHILL is a program that Burton
Snowboards runs nationally to equip and
take underprivileged, inner-city kids up to
the mountain to learn to ride for free. The
efforts of sophomore Will Elliott have led
to the potential opening of a UPS chapter
of the program, provided a substantial
amount of interest is shown. Not only do
opportunities for self-improvement
through volunteerism and general altruism abound, but volunteers get to ride for
free before and after teaching lessons to
the kids.
Elliott wanted to start his own program
out here and get nearby K2 snowboards to
proVide funding and gear. During the
process of researching he found out that
Burton already has a CHILL program
based in Seattle. He did some calling
around, and ultimately got ahold of
Burton Snowboards' CHILL coordinator
for the West Coast. He found out what he
needed to do, and then put the word out
for volunteers. Now it's up to everybody
to spread the word.
CHILLS's mission is to provide a vehicle for success to disadvantaged kids
through the sport of snowboarding.
CHILL is a unique intervention program
that provides kids with all the tools they
need to develop self-esteem. As powerful
as this mission statement is, it does not
come close to communicating the full
impact that CHILL has on the kids they
serve.
As a non-profit organization CHILL
has limited resources. The nine sites currently running are what CHILL can afford
given the current base of support. Without
additional donations and sponsorships
from new companies, individuals and
groups, CHILL cannot even consider
adding sites. It costs between $28,00035,000 per year to run a site, making the
efforts of volunteers absolutely necessary
to the success of the program.
There is always a need for an extra set
of capable adult hands — especially the
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first two weeks of the program when
everything is so new and foreign to the
kids. If you want to help, but can't commit
to the same night for six consecutive
weeks, becoming a volunteer once or
twice is an option.
Volunteers work in a lesson group (the
kids are taught by instructors at the mountain) and you can provide a very valuable
set of "extra" capable adult hands. As you
notice kids who are having a particularly
difficult time learning, you can provide
the one-on-one attention that might make
the difference in whether that child comes
back to the hill the following week!
CHILL was founded by Burton
Snowboards in 1995 as a way to "give
back" and share the sport of snowboarding with kids in Burton's hometown of
Burlington, VT who would never otherwise have the opportunity. CHILL is now
in nine cities, and since its inception,
CHILL has offered snowboarding opportunities to over 6,600 troubled kids.
Thanks to the support of generous
sponsors, donors and host-mountains,
CHILL provides the lift tickets and
instruction, the round-trip bus transportation and all of the gear (boards, boots,
bindings, jackets, pants, gloves, hats). All
the kids do is show up on their assigned
night for a fun escape from the city.
CHILL works through public schools
and various youth and social service agencies that serve kids with a wide range of
issues: kids on probation, kids in group
homes and foster care, kids with chemical
addictions and kids in under served areas
who would never otherwise have this type
of an opportunity.
This program presents a novel
approach to community involvement, and
one that would prove a great deal of fun at
the same time. Contact Will Elliott for
more information, or refer to the preponderance of fliers posted here and there
about our lovely campus. And please,
have a safe and chill winter break.

Scott Ordway had an excellent suggestion for the title of this article that unfortunately could not be published.
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Engine House No. 9
Restaurant

Matt Bettelman wishes he had a pack of red shells and a chain chomp or two every time he
drives down 1-5.

Make sure to recycle your copy of the Trail!
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Brewery
Come Visit The Historic E-9
Serving U.P.S. Students & Faculty For 30 Years

•

Great Food
Burgers & Sandwiches, E-9 Specialties, Pizza, Pasta & Steaks
and of course tasty Appetizers including our 'Breasts of Fire"

SUNDAY BREAKFAST 9AM - NOON
DURING NFL SEASON
Our own OKTOBERFEST now on tap from our

Award Winning Brewery
Monday All you can eat Spaghetti Dinner $4.95
(Chance to win Color TV during Monday Night Football)

Tuesday Taco Night & E-9 Beer Pints $2.50 All Day
Wednesday Quiz Night - win Dog Dollars Redeemable
For Appetizers, Beer, or Pop
Thursday is Ladies Night 1 Karaoke
Sunday Grande Bloody Marys and Margaritas

(Free Movie & Popcorn Sunday Night)
Year Round DIRECTV Sports Viewing Packages
611 North Pine Street, Tacoma (253) 272-3435

•
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Freaking Unbelievable
Combat Zone Holiday Guide!
We at The Combat Zone know that the holidays are a stressful
and confusing time. Amidst all of your finals and packing you
must get all of your presents and somehow find a ride to the
airport. And just when you thought it was safe to relax, you
realize you're flying toward four weeks with your family. So in
the spirit of generosity here is our survival guide to the month
of December and all that your vague religious holidays entail.

0

Manamana

May be used to cheat on finals

Vol. CXVI, Issue 10

It can be hard to find that perfect something for your family and
friends, especially with all the hassle of shopping off-campus. So
we've come up with a thorough list of presents for everyone, with
items than can mostly be found on campus.
For mom: UPS sweatshirt.
For dad: UPS sweatshirt.
For best friend: go in to Counseling, Health, and Wellness Services
every day for two weeks, grabbing handfuls of condoms, so by finals
week you'll have a year's supply to bestow on your friend. Because
everybody loves condoms.
For the brother: UPS t-shirt.
For the professor writing your grad school letters of recommendation: scan their bookshelf, memorize an author, and go steal the most
expensive looking edition from the library. You don't want to be working
at Taco Del Mar in twelve months, do you? Steal the damn book. Fake an
autograph if you need to.
For the sister: UPS t-shirt.
For your RA: How about the gift of not throwing up in the bathroom
just once, you little bitches?! You know how much bleach it takes to get
rid of that smell?
For your girl/boyfriend: it's considered courtesy to pay for the penicillin shot if it's your fault; this way you can kill two birds with one stone.
And throw in a UPS t-shirt just for fun.
For your boss: Try to get any gift that awkwardly affirms the age and
cultural gap between you two, like the White Stripes CD or a GAP gift
certificate.

Cung Fu Corner
by Ninja Tim

Before Ninja Tim heads out to winter break to spread kult
fu joy o'er the land, here is his own ode to Christmas.
"Jesus Christ: Vampire Hunter" (2001)
Extremely 16w-budget Kung-fu
musical with the original action hero
(aka The Son of God) kicking lesbian
vampire ass. Offensive only in that
harmless Canadian sorta way.

i

Ninja Tim's views or opinions aren't necessarily reflected in his enjoyment of ridiculous Ottowan blasphemers.

s

Photo courtesy thetechguys.corn

How to handle those
stressful holidays
The coming weeks of consumerism, Christmas jingles and tradition will be as trying as Chinese water torture. Below are some
useful tips for quick and easy therapy, as well as some things to
think about.
To de-stress yourself and everyone in your dorm or house,
Mannheim Steamroller's soothing melodies will spread nothing but joy
and musical depravity through the halls. Play on repeat.
Why not add some cheer to your study habits for finals by mixing
Red Bull and Mountain Dew to achieve colorful holiday harmony.
If you're Jewish, celebrate Kwanzaa or are basically non-Christian,
try to remember that when they say Merry Christmas to you they really
mean Happy Holidays, Sorry I Forgot Other Religions Also Exist in the
Month of December.
Still don't believe in Santa Claus? Well then think about this
mindf*ck: If there's no St. Nick, then who killed Saddam Hussein, you
cynical bastard?
The reason eggnog is traditionally served with alcohol is because traditionally, it's near impossible to take all of you people sober.
Getting all of your friends the new Howard Zinn or Noam Chomsky
book for a present works well if you plan on keeping up this pattern of
losing all of your friends every year.
If the pants your parents bought you are too small, then you're too
fat and it's time to switch to the "a la carte" meal plan, Fatty McFat Fat.

The Best Holiday Movies to Watch and Why)

•
Photo courtesy MGM Pictures

0

"A Christmas Story"
(1983)
Because secretly all of us just
want guns for Christmas (and to
lick icy metal poles).
Watch with: close family,
Chariton Heston.

Photo courtesy Walt Disney Pictures

"Finding Nemo"
(2003)
This'll distract your little
cousins while you and your
brother get high in the next
Mom.
Watch with: naïve children.

Photo courtesy RK.C) Radio Pictures

"It's a Wonderful Life"
(1946)
Look at all of the good George
Bailey did. What have you done
that's so great?
Watch with: nobody. It's time
for some personal reflection.

Photo courtesy 20th Century Fox

"The Sandlot"
(1993)
This is a good pick no matter
what time of year it is. If you disagree, then The Combat Zone
hates you.
Watch with: friends, pets.

Photo courtesy Warner Brothers

"Wall Street"
(1987)
A great way to psych yourself
up for the Dec. 26 gift return
gauntlet.
Watch with: BLP students,
Young Republicans.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff, or the administration. The Combat Zone wishes all of you happy holidays and a
happy new year from the bottom of our bitter, bitter hearts. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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UPS clips Eagles' Americans must be careful in
wings, go to 3-0 cheering for the home team
By Tyler Roush

By Melissa Huggins

Editor-in-Chief

Sports Writer
The Logger women fought to a tough win over Northwest College
last week, spoiling the Eagles' home opener 79-75 in a dose, fast-paced
contest.
The game remained tight throughout the first half, at the end of
which the Loggers held a three point lead, 37-34. With eight minutes
remaining in the second half, the Loggers led 61-58. The Eagles came
back with a spark of offense, briefly taking a one-point lead, but the
Loggers countered with two quick baskets of their own to regain the
lead, 73-70 with two minutes left. They extended their lead to 76-70, but
soon after, the Eagles' Briana Duerr hit a deep three-pointer to keep
them in the game. Finally, with the score 78-75, Sarah Carnahan drew a
foul, and hit one of two free throws with 2.8 seconds left to seal the win.
"This was a big win for us," coach Suzy Barcomb commented. "We
did well against a tough opponent, especially for not having played a
game in eleven days."
Since the game was such a fast paced one, the Loggers were able to
utilize their bench, unlike the Eagles, who only had seven players on
their roster. However, they still worked hard to compete with the athleticism and speed of the Eagles, resulting in many fast break opportunities. "This was another very physically demanding game," Barcomb
pointed out.
For the second game in a row, the Loggers had four players score in
double digits, led by Lindsay May with 22 points, who was an honorable mention for NWC Player of the Week. Kilty Kilton finished with
15, Angie Straw contributed 13 and Jen McLuen had 10. Sarah
Carnahan added nine.
Coach Barcomb was very pleased with the team effort. "That's what
we like to see," she explained. "We want to have a lot of people contribute each game."
Going into the game, the Loggers knew they had a tough opponent,
facing the likes of Jennifer De Young, who averages over 20 points per
game.
"With a player like De Young," Barcomb explained, "you don't as
much try to control her as you try to keep pace. We needed our players
to step up, and that happened." The Loggers were also able to accomplish their goal of getting to the foul line and forcing the Eagles into
foul trouble. The Eagles committed 21 fouls and had two players foul
out, including De Young. Straw's strong post play was a factor in drawing many of those fouls, as well as garnering eight rebounds.
The Loggers shot well from both the inside and outside throughout
the game. They hit 3 of 5 from the three-point line in the first half, and
finished the game shooting 51 percent from the field. "We like to get a
mixture of our points in the paint and from the outside," Barcomb
remarked. "That is something we would like to see happen every
game."
Next up will be another home game on Dec. 19 against Cal State
Hayward at 6 p.m.
'

Sports Writer Melissa Huggins is the inside-outside threat The Trail has
been desperately searching for since Davey Stein left.

From the frozen tundra of
Lambeau Field to the sundrenched trenches of Pro
Player Stadium, a patriotic
tremor (or perhaps a murmur,
the result of too much stadium food) stirs in the
hearts of pro football's fans.
The teams are the Cowboys, the Eagles and the
Patriots. The pompoms are glittering bursts of red,
white and blue. Old Glory still waves above the
ramparts, o'er the Jumbotron we watched and the
billboard ads for Doritos, Verizon and Pepsi.
In the wake of the Sept. 11 attacks, nationalism
in this country is at one of its all-time highs, and
sporting events have long been a breeding ground
for nationalist expression. "The Star-Spangled
Banner" was first played at a sporting event during
the seventh inning stretch of the first game of the
1918 World Series. Not coincidentally, the United
States was at that time enmeshed in the First World
War.
The practice of singing the national anthem
prior to all sporting events was not adopted until
1941, when another world war loomed on the horizon. It has since become tradition.
Following Sept. 11, "God Bless America"
became standard fare during the seventh inning
stretch at Major League Baseball games, temporarily replacing and still complementing the traditional, ever-popular "Take Me Out to the Ballgame."
Athletic teams were also among the first organizations to embrace America's recent flag-bearing
mania, stapling the national icon to the chests of
jerseys or pasting them to the backs of helmets. The
flag has become our apparel — be it in the form of
pins, hats or shirts — and professional sports franchises have followed suit.
During a Thanksgiving Day game, however, the
NFL chose to up the ante. The half-time show for
the game between the Miami Dolphins and Dallas
Cowboys was appropriate to the age in which we
live — frightfully so. Surrounded by Cowboys
cheerleaders adorned in red, white and blue and by
flag-waving dancers, country music superstar and
vengeful patriot Toby Keith delivered a particularly angry performance of his magnum opus,
"Courtesy of the Red, White and Blue (The Angry
American)," before 64,000 mesmerized fans in
Texas Stadium. At the finale of his performance, the
stage erupted in fireworks and an enormous

papier mache bald eagle burst
from the rafters, sending the
crowd into a patriotic frenzy
and, I like to think, coaxing at
least a few expressions of
shock and awe.
Keith's half-time show is
the latest example of the marriage between sports and nationalism that has
existed in this country since World War I. Though
nationalism exists in greater intensity among certain "world" sports, such as World Cup Soccer and
the Olympics, it is important to note that such
nationalism is borne out of the fact that the competitors are quite literally national teams. English
soccer fans are driven to near-insanity during the
World Cup because they are rooting for the athletic
representation of England itself, competing with
representatives of other nations for a kind of
"quasi-world supremacy."
The Dallas Cowboys, as much as owner Jerry
Jones would like us to believe otherwise, are not

infield
fly
rule

including 14th-ranked Washington
State, which fell by four touchdowns.
This is a team whose only loss came in
So the obvious thing to do this
triple overtime thanks to a shanked
field goal. This is a team that knew it
week would be to rant for the next 700
words about how the Bowl
had to win decisively in its last game
Championship Series is the spawn of
to have any hope of playing for the
BCS championship — and did. This is
Satan and that the only way we can
the team that is ranked No. 1 in both polls, and was still not
redeem college football is by instituting some form of a
playoff. But if you want that article then go to the myriad invited to play in New Orleans on Jan. 4.
So head coach Pete Carroll has publidy called for the
choices at espn.com or thesportingnews.com .
I was very tempted to write that article, especially after
heads of all six BCS conference commissioners — the ones
another Big XII team made it to the championship game responsible for creating the monster that produced this
mess — on a platter, right? Wrong. Instead he is playing the
without having claimed the Big XII trophy (although to
Oklahoma's defense, at least they made it to the title game,
role of dipibmat and downplaying the snub.
unlike Nebraska in 2001), but I just could not do it — espe"We're the No. 1 team in the country and we'll do everycially after how professionally USC handled the whole sitthing we can to hold that spot," Carroll said after the deciuation.
sion was announced. "If we win that football game, we feel
This is a team that has made all but one of their oppo- like we'll be the No. 1 team in the country regardless of
nents look like high school jayvee teams in comparison — what that other bowl is called."
Can you imagine any
other coach, except maybe
Bobby Bowden, reacting this
way? How about LSU's Nick
Saban if his Tigers had been
left out? Or Mack Brown of
Give a Gift of Life & Hope!
Texas? Or Larry Coker of
Miami? No other coach in his
right mind would so quickly
Chinese, Japanese write off this kind of disrespect, especially knowing that
or part-Asian ancestry,
he would have pissed off
boosters and administration
lobbying for his resignation.
Carroll is not your typical
$3600.00 But
coach. He has focused on getting his players prepared to
206-285-4855
compensation.
handle the only things that
are within their control — the
games. And sell them on this

Sports Editor

from
the
bullpen

CHINESE/ASIAN EGG DONOR NEEDED

A special couple
needs your help... If you are an intelligent,
healthy woman, 21-31, of
with a healthy family
history please consider sharing this
extraordinary gift. All expenses paid,
or
For more info:
nwfertility@msn.com
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•
Photo courtesy daJlasrowboys.com

LAND OF THE FREE, HOME OF THE EAGLE
PINATA—Maybe this is where Saddam hid his

weapons of mass destruction!
"America's Team." They, like each of the NFL's 32
teams, are part of one of the largest and most financially successful entertainment industries in this
country. It is wholly inappropriate for the league to
contribute to the blind, knee-jerk patriotism which
plagues this nation by enabling Keith to peddle his
propaganda.
Pride in one's country is not wrong, but until
Americans abandon their impulse to always, automatically cheer for the home team, U.S. soldiers
will remain in jeopardy overseas and the PATRIOT
Act will continue to govern our lives.
Supporting the United States should never be
like rooting for the Dallas Cowboys. Besides, who
wants to root for the Cowboys?
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Editor-in-Chief Tyler Roush wears his patriotism
where it belongs — in his mind, not on his sleeve.

Carroll's boys won't let Troy fall without fight
By Doug Sprague

•

he has.
"I think we deserve to go," quarterback Matt Leinart
said. "It's out of our hands. We did as much as we could
do."
This is not to say that Carroll is letting the BCS off the
hook, he's just being subtle with how he goes about criticizing it.
"The polls are clear," he said. "There is not even a question as to who the No. 1 team in the country is."
The man has a point, but as he also knows, Kansas State
beating Oklahoma was the best-case scenario for his team.
If the Sooners had won the Big XII then the Sugar Bowl
would still be Oklahoma-LSU, but the Trojans would not be
No. 1 in any poll and would therefore be playing in the
Rose Bowl without any national championship claims. And
really, USC would much rather play at home in Pasadena in
the Bowl that many Trojans, like offensive lineman Jacob
Rogers, grew up dreaming about playing in. Yeah, a trip to
the Big Easy would have been nice, but what's better than
playing for the national championship at home in the sun
against a traditional rival on New Year's Day and bringing
about the demise of the BCS all at the same time?
Make no mistake about it, Michigan is not going to just
roll over and let USC claim its share of the national title. The
Wolverines are too good and the Rose Bowl means too
much to both the Big Ten and the Pac-10 conferences for this
to be the type of cakewalk that USC has had all season. In
fact, chances are that this will be a much better game than
the LSU-Oklahoma game that will probably end up in a
Sooners' rout (Oklahoma has too much too prove and there
is too much talent on their team for the Sooners not to win
this in a blowout.) Still, USC will prevail again.
With the likelihood of a split national championship for
the first time since 1997 looming on the horizon of the new
year, USC cornerback Will Poole left us with some words of
wisdom: "I learned a little about life in general," Poole said.
"You can't let a computer make decisions for you."

Sports Editor Doug Sprague wouldn't complain about a trip
to Pasadena, or any place with sun right about now.
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Sports Writer
Picture this: Cincinnati Bengals
quarterback Jon Kitna holds aloft
the Lombardi Trophy with a triumphant grin of one who has just
been awarded Super Bowl MVP,
while leading his team to a world championship. 34-33,
Cincinnati over Seattle, is the final score of Super Bowl
XXXVIII. In one of the most exciting Super Bowls in history, Kitna capped a 14-point, fourth-quarter comeback
with a 50-yard touchdown strike to Chad Johnson as time

expired to win the game.
This is the dream that haunts and tortures me every
night.
You have no idea the inexplicable terror I've been subjected to every night for the past three weeks. It is a terrible thing to have the apocalypse forecast to you, knowing
that there is nothing that can be done to stop it. Yet both
Cincinnati and Seattle possess winning records and are in
prime position to make strong playoff runs to meet in the
Super Bowl. And mark my words; once the final whistle
blows on that fateful game, the four horsemen will ride
down to Reliant Stadium in Houston from the burning
sky. They will collect the, souls of Kitna and Matt
Hasselbeck, which they have sold to Lucifer in exchange
for their mysterious success. The oceans will boil and the
seas will run red with blood. Judgment day will be upon
US.

SO
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The apocalypse is coming on Feb. 1
By Phil Hawkins
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At least we will have been joyously entertained by the
best season of football that I have ever had the pleasure
of witnessing, before the world is destroyed. Parity has
made this football season the best we have seen in recent
history. You can thank the more difficult schedules given
to the teams with better records from the previous season
for that, but also be sure to thank a free agency system
that encourages players to move from one team to the
next, allowing us to see some absolutely incredible things
this season.
Everything was there for us this season: Kansas City
jumped out of the blocks to a 9-0 record and is the powerhouse team that every memorable season needs. They
rack up points with the likes of Dante Hall, Trent Green
and Priest Holmes, Marshall Faulk's replacement as best

running back in the NFL. They are
this year's version of the Anaheim
beyond
Angels: a .500 team that somehow
the
manages to pull together for one season to make an incredible playoff
arc
run. They're destined to revert back
to a .500 team next year just as the
Angels did this year. The only thing
missing is that contemptible Rally Monkey.
You've got the token dark horse contenders in
Cincinnati and Seattle. There has always got to be one or
two teams that come out of the woodwork and surprise
everyone with their inexplicable success. Perhaps Seattle
could have been predicted to make this kind of improvement. They have a good nucleus of players, a moderately competent coach (there are less of them out there than
you think), and they had one of the best drafts last year.
But the Bengals!? The entire city of Cincinnati has got
to have the same look on their face as Anna Nicole Smith
adding double digit numbers. I just read an article on
ESPN.com that tried to convince me of Kitna's status as
an MVP contender this year. No one could have predicted this. Yes, Chad Johnson and Peter Warrick have both
had breakout seasons this year, but the Bengals' success
has come mostly without the help of All-Pro running
back Corey Dillon.
To shake things up, last year's Super Bowl teams have
both taken a mighty tumble. Tampa Bay seems to be losing all the close games that they managed to win last
year, but their incompetence is nothing compared to the
Raiders.
Since getting thoroughly stomped in the championship game last year they have had to deal with losing
quarterback Rich Gannon for the season and wide receiver Jerry Porter, who led their team in touchdown receptions last year, for part of it. Legendary receivers Tim
Brown and Jerry Rice have aged in dog years over the offseason. All-Pro cornerback Charles Woodson is voicing
his objections to the coaching techniques of Bill Callahan
almost weekly. Why everyone's head hasn't imploded
thinking about the Raiders and Bucs having the same
combined record as Houston and Detroit is beyond me.
Terry Bradshaw, JB and the gang all should have keeled
over weeks ago.
Unfortunately, there is one thing that has kept this

Photo courtesy espn.com

HE'S NO KURT WARNER! —Bengals quarterback and

MVP candidate John Kitna has come a long ways since his
days as a gym teacher at Tacoma's Wilson High School.
from being the absolute best season ever: no Michael
Vick. Sometimes I stay up at night weeping, wondering
what could have been if he had not been out for 12
games. I applaud Vick though. He had a LOT of pressure to come back after 6 games into the season, but
instead of pulling a Grant Hill, Vick actually did the
smart thing by realizing that at 23, he has his whole
career ahead of him. It's just unfortunate none of us will
be able to watch him play again once the world crumbles
on Feb. 1.
I guess my consolation will have to be burning in a
fiery lava bath beside John Madden, eating nothing but
turducken for the rest of eternity.

Sports Writer Phil Hawkins has a head like Sputnik: spherical, but quite pointy at parts.

The following is a paid advertisement from the Office of Information Services
To the University of Puget Sound Campus Community,

a

ae,

In an effort to provide the University campus with safe and reliable Internet access, the Office of Information Services is
announcing residential connection and support changes for the upcoming year. These changes will help to prevent problems
similar to those experienced at the beginning of the Fall '03 term. Our goal is to provide students, faculty, and staff with continuous, secure information services.
Since Microsoft and anti-virus vendors have or will discontinue updates for the operating systems listed below, they will not
be safe to use on our campus network. Discontinued development means that if any system vulnerabilities are found in
these operating systems, no patches will be made to correct them. This leaves machines open to attacks such as worms or
viruses.
The Oroducts listed below are at or nearing their end of life according to Microsoft. OIS will continue to support these operating systems through the semester listed at the right.
Operating System
Windows 95
Windows NT
Windows 98
Windows ME

Microsoft End of Life
Ended
Ended
Dec. 31, 2004
Jan. 16, 2005

OIS supported through
Spring '04
Spring '04
Fall '04
Fall '04

We recommend that you plan to upgrade your operating system to Windows XP if you are currently using these operating
systems. ResNet will be happy to work with you to determine if your machine meets Windows XP minimum requirements
and make recommendations to bring your machine to those requirements.

S

Once OIS stops supporting these operating systems, any computer running them will not be allowed on the network. We
realize that this may cause difficulties for some users, however, this policy is necessary to ensure the safety of the campus
network. We will not be able to correct problems arising from machines running these operating systems if the vendor does
not support them.
As always, it is strongly recommended that every machine schedule weekly Windows Automatic Updates and antivirus definition (DAT) updates. By keeping your operating system and virus protection up to date, you further ensure our network is available for everyone!f you have any questions on system requirements or need help with upgrades, ResNet is available on the web at http://resnet.ups.edu/news.shtml or by telephone at x8585.
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Frenetic Loggers earn split in Atlanta
By Jeff Swiryn
Sports Writer
The men's basketball team completed their longest
road trip of the season on Dec. 6, splitting two games in
Atlanta, Ga. They continued to display their offensive
dominance in a season high scoring onslaught as they beat
Emory University 126-96 on Dec. 5. The following day
they lost their first game of the season to Oglethorpe
University by a score of 105-97. It was also the first time
all season that they failed to score at least 100 points. The
Loggers are now 4-1 overall and have yet to play a conference game.
One loss barely puts a dent in the Loggers' strong start
this season. Their ability to dominate offensively is
unprecedented. Over the past three seasons, the Loggers
only scored above 100 points a grand total of four times.
Their high scoring this season is therefore better for two
reasons. One, they are much more fun to watch, and two,
they are winning more.
After beating Emory by a margin of 30 points, coach
Bridgeland said, "It could have been 60 if we had wanted
it to," referring to the 96 points they gave up. Sophomore
guard Zack McVey led the scoring with 18 points, 15 of
them coming in the first half. The Loggers' leading scorer
Matt Glynn tallied 16, sinking four three-pointers in six
attempts. Showing off their depth, six other Loggers
scored in double figures. The game featured six freshmen,
and two of them, Jeremy Cross and Curtis Medved, scored

12 and 13 points, respectively. For the fourth game in a
row Cross was the only freshman starter. Medved also
picked up three more three-pointers and continues to lead
the team in that category.
The Loggers dominated the game from start to finish,
outscoring the Eagles in both halves, a great sign considering a few bench players were used in the second half.
The only surprise was converting only 18 of 31 free throws
(58.1 percent), well below their season average of 73.9 percent. Their minor troubles at the line seemed insignificant
because they drained 7 of 19 three-pointers in the first half,
and an astonishing 11 of 19 in the second. Shooting the
three has been one of the Loggers' specialties this year, as
Bridgeland predicted before the start of the season.
The following day, facing the Oglethorpe Stormy
Petrels, the Loggers missed the century mark by three
points and dropped their first game this season. It was
their third game in five days. "There's no question we
took them lightly," Bridgeland said. "We weren't mentally
ready to play and were a little tired. We learned a ton
about ourselves, which is what you want in pre-season
games."
The Loggers got off to a slow start,, going down 9-0 and
18-6 at times. But they battled back and by halftime the
score was 54-50 in favor of Oglethorpe. Although they
took the lead and were up by six points twice, the Loggers
could not hold on. Despite this loss, they are still leading
the NWC in points per game and are looking very strong.
Medved and Glynn led the scoring with over twenty

Trivia Time
BCS Edition
Who were the two schools that split the national championship
in 1997, bringing about the creation of the BCS?
What school has made the most appearances in the national
championship game, with three?
How much money will the Big Ten and Big XII conferences
each receive for having two teams to play in BCS bowls?
Has a team not from one of the six BCS conferences ever been
invited a BCS bowl? If so, who?
Who was Virginia Tech's quarterback in the 1999 BCS
Championship?
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EYE OF THE STORM—Freshman guard Jeremy Cross

walks the ball upcourt for UPS during their Nov. 21 game.
points each. Their next game is Dec. 21 at Evergreen State
College in Olympia. The Loggers don't return to the
Memorial Fieldhouse until Jan. 16, when they take on the
Whitman Missionaries.

Sports Writer Jeff Swiryn doesn't mind choppin' wood, and
he doesn't care if the money's no good.

Men & women place
sixth in Ellensburg
By Matt Stevens
Sports Writer
The Logger swimmers took to the road and a three date meet
in Elensburg, Wash., for one of the biggest meets of the year. The
meet consisted of the University of Washington, Washington
State University, Whitworth University, Seattle University,
Central Washington University and high school students from
the Spokane area.
The Loggers were led on the scoreboard by Breanna Trygg,
who won the 100 m backstroke at the CWU Invitational after
swimming Friday at the U.S. Open meet. Trygg placed third in
the 200 m backstroke. Both times were good enough for NCAA
national qualifying, with her 100 m back time an automatic
qualifier.
Trygg was named the NWC conference swimmer of the
week.
Ian Phillips also swam well on the men's side for the
Loggers. He brought up the final leg of the 200 m freestyle relay
with Josh Kramer, Adam Senkyrik and Tag Veal, placing fourth.
Phillips also placed third individually in the 50 yard freestyle.
Phillips played down his swimming after the meet.
"I didn't do that well in anything," he said. "I've swum better before." Phillips pulled down a very respectable eighth in
the 100 yard freestyle. Veal, Kramer, and Phillips teamed up
again in the 800 yard freestyle relay, with Nikolai
Schweingruber. They placed sixth.
After the meet, Phillips was somber, but looking forward to
the rest of the meets. "There were a lot of people disappointed,
but there were also some who surprised themselves."
Adam Senkyrik was disappointed in the team's finish.
"There were so many things we could've done better." He later
added, "Some people did swim well, Tag particularly."
In addition to the 200 yard free relay with Phillips, Veal
swam the 100 yard butterfly, pulling down eighth. Veal also
took in the silver in the 200 yard butterfly. Veal also swam on
three other relays that scored points for the Loggers.
Kramer, the team captain, seemed satisfied with the team's
performance.
"I think that everybody performed absolutely wonderfully."
Kramer refused to answer questions regarding his own performance, instead trying to talk about the improvement of the
team. "Everyone stepped up and raced quite well."
When asked about how this meet might affect future meets
Kramer was loath to put too much emphasis on something this
early in the season.
"Well, we're done for a while but we are heading over to
Hawaii for winter break. We're swimming the swim leg of the
Iron Man in Hawaii so that should be fun." Kramer was excited
to get out of the Northwest weather and work on his tan.
"We only have one meet over there, but it's mostly training
and a relaxing time."
Phillips put the best finishing note on the tough weekend. "1
think this was a good meet to motivate people to really prepare
for conference. Because it is one of the fastest pools in the country, I expect everyone to do better there (at the conference
meets)."
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Sports Writer Matt Stevens was very glad that the swim team was
away this week because he is deathly afraid of water.
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